IMAGINATION and CREATIVITY

Imagination is more important than knowledge.

Einstein

Man's reach should exceed his grasp, or what's a heaven
for?

Robert Browning

Do not say it is morning and dismiss it with a name of
yesterday. See it for the first time as a newborn child that
has no name.

Rabindranath Tagore

Pure logic is the ruin of the spirit.

Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Why not learn to enjoy the little things – there are so
many of them.

Anonymous

Creative minds have always been known to survive any
kind of bad training.

Anna Freud

Imagination: intelligence having fun.

Anonymous

The greatest discovery of my generation is that a man
can alter his life simply by altering his attitude of mind.

William James

Fantasies are more than substitutes for unpleasant
reality; they are also dress rehearsals, plans. All acts
performed in the world begin in the imagination.

Barbara Grizutti Harrison

When I examine myself and my methods of thought, I
come close to the conclusion that the gift of fantasy has
meant more to me than my talent for absorbing positive
knowledge.

Einstein

The time you enjoy wasting is not wasted time.
Only a person who can live with himself can enjoy the gift
of leisure.
The world is your playground. Why aren’t you playing?
Imagination is the true magic carpet.

Laurence J Peter

Henry Greber
Ellie Katz
Norman Vincent Peale

Go for the moon. If you don't get it, you'll still be heading
for a star.

Willis Reed

We are told that talent creates its own opportunities. But
it sometimes seems that intense desire creates not only
its own opportunities but its own talents.

Eric Hoffer

Man's main task in life is to give birth to himself.
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Erich Fromm

I don't believe that life is supposed to make you feel
good, or to make you feel miserable either. Life is just
supposed to make you feel.

Gloria Naylor

Years wrinkle the face, but to give up enthusiasm
wrinkles the soul.

Watterson Lowe

It may be those who do most, dream most.

Stephen Leacock

What you see in yourself is what you see in the world.
A mind that is stretched by a new experience can never
go back to its old dimensions.
The great man is he who does not lose his child-heart.

Afghani Proverb

Oliver Wendell Holmes
Mencius

Life is a romantic business. It is painting a picture, not
doing a sum.

Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr

God gives us dreams a size too big so that we can grow
in them.

Anonymous

Know your limits... but never stop trying to exceed them.

Anonymous

Television: chewing gum for the eyes.

Frank Lloyd Wright

I wish there were a knob on the TV to turn up the
intelligence. There's a knob called 'brightness,' but that
doesn't work.
Millions saw the apple fall, but Newton asked why.

Anonymous
Bernard Baruch

Consistency is the last refuge of the unimaginative.

Oscar Wilde

Humor is a rubber sword - it allows you to make a point
without drawing blood.

Mary Hirsch

You can't depend on your eyes when your imagination is
out of focus.

Mark Twain

Each moment is a place you've never been.

Mark Strand

A mind all logic is like a knife all blade.

Rabindranath Tagore

Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find
out how far one can go.

T S Eliot

To think creatively, we must be able to look afresh at
what we normally take for granted.

George Kneller
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Let us not look back in anger, nor forward in fear, but
around in awareness.

James Thurber

Vision is the art of seeing the invisible.

Jonathan Swift

The cure for boredom is curiosity. There is no cure for
curiosity.

Ellen Parr

I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him
free.

Michelangelo

Art is so wonderfully irrational, exuberantly pointless, but
necessary all the same.

Gunter Grass
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